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Human-centered Design of a Semantically
Enabled Knowledge Management System for
Agile Software Engineering

Inside Chapter.
Developing human-engineered systems is considered as a challenge that addresses a
wide area of expertise – computer scientists as well as social scientists. These experts
have to work together closely in teams in order to build intelligent systems to support
agile software development. The methodology developed in the RISE project enables
and supports the design of human-centered knowledge sharing platforms such as Wikis
based on pedagogic standards.
This chapter gives an overview about the human-centered design of WIKI-based
knowledge management systems in Software Engineering projects and raises several
requirements one should keep in mind when building human-centered systems to
support knowledge management.

1

Introduction

The development of complex software systems is based on (company- and domain-)
specific knowledge that has to be constantly cultivated among the employees, because
the resulting quality of manufactured software systems depends on what degree the
needed knowledge is actually available (Decker et al., 2005). It’s not only that the
technical platform should release Software Engineers as much as possible from timeconsuming retrieval-processes. At the same time the platform acquires valuable pieces
of information from users, who publish their problems and experiences during work.
Out of this process company-based knowledge may be built and refined.
However, it’s just because of the various possibilities of searching and browsing
through artifacts that users feel overwhelmed by the flood of information. Therefore, the
increasing amount of information itself is not the problem but an unfiltered and unrated
access to it. In fact the main goal is to ensure that Software Engineers can deal with
their daily tasks without burdening them with additional work. A systematic selection
and presentation of content helps to avoid the feeling of being swamped with artifacts
and so keep and even improves the employees’ motivation. For example, on the one
hand it is a good idea to offer plugins that provide visual representations of concepts but
on the other hand offering totally unrestricted overviews is often too complex to be
processed by the users (Tonkin, 2005).
From the pedagogical point of view, artifacts in a KM system are considered as not
more than a faint representation of knowledge. In order to communicate knowledge to
others, its complexity has to be reduced. This can be done on the one hand by picking
out only those aspects which are necessary to deal with the artifact. The main idea of
that principle is that these selected aspects allow to indicate the underlying complexity.
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This can be done by letting the users assign adequate metadata to the given concept.
Several methods to support the users by means of an intelligent application are
discussed later in the paper. But it has to be critically remarked that the validity of this
assumption depends on the type of knowledge which has to be communicated. Until
now, the described method however, has not been treated yet with the necessary
attention in research (Kerres, 2001).
The above mentioned approach itself, which concentrates on essential aspects
concerning a concept, does not yet allow other users to adopt the given artifact. It is
rather necessary to restructure the chosen aspects in a different way. This method
considers the previous knowledge as well as the interests of the targeted users –
provided by semantics based on metadata, concept structures and user profiles. These
requirements can be addressed by means of a semantically enabled Wiki that, for
example, arranges artifacts in a flexible way depending on the users’ needs (e.g.
artifacts written/read by the user and given interests or tasks of the user). Besides that
searching the whole system for certain artifacts should present results in a nested or
context-based way (e.g. the artifact describing “Pair Programming” should be arranged
under the parent concept “Extreme Programming”). This solution is based on
underlying Ontologies as discussed later in the paper. After the whole process of
selecting certain aspects and restructuring them, users may be provided with complete,
self-contained and motivating knowledge.
Based on the principles of a Human-Centered Design Process according to ISO 13407
expected users take an active part in the development process in order to get a clear idea
of what might be specific requirements (ISO 13407, 1999). The early phase of the
german research project “RISE” therefore was dominated by context-analyses within
the participating companies. Qualitative-centered studies delivered deep insight into
organizational aspects and users’ special needs. Two focus groups dealt with the
drawbacks and opportunities of using conventional Wiki-systems which were formerly
introduced by the associated companies. Not only the focus groups but also further
analysis of existing artefacts allowed to allocate functions among the technical system
and respectively the users themselves.
For example, the analysis of individually built file structures showed, that an
automatically enabled structuring of existing artefacts might be critical because people
tend to use structures in different ways (hierarchical, time-based, priority-based, peoplebased etc.) and with different granularity. This includes accessing existing artefacts as
well as creating new ones. Teevan et al. discovered in a comparable study, for example,
that people even use hierarchical organized structures if they do not maintain their
individual structures hierarchically (Teevan et al., 2004). This example shows rather
clear, how important it is, to allocate functions between users and intelligent systems.
But it also gets clear that definite answers could not be found until final tests of the
application.
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Figure 1. Outline and structure of the following chapter

2
2.1

Background
Software Engineering and Reuse

Software engineering (SE) as a field in computer science is concerned with the
systematic development of high-quality software systems. During the planning,
definition, development and maintenance of software systems the people involved
generate and require any information and knowledge to support them in their work or to
back up their decisions.
This reuse of existing knowledge and experience is one of the fundamental parts in
many sciences. Engineers often use existing components and apply established
processes to construct complex systems. Without the reuse of well proven components,
methods, or tools we had to rebuild and relearn them again and again.
In the last thirty years the fields software reuse and experience management (EM) are
gaining increasingly importance. The roots of EM lie in Experimental Software
Engineering ("Experience Factory"), in Artificial Intelligence ("Case-Based
Reasoning"), and in Knowledge Management. EM is comprised of the dimensions
methodology, technical realization, organization, and management. It includes
technologies, methods, and tools for identifying, collecting, documenting, packaging,
storing, generalizing, reusing, adapting, and evaluating experience knowledge, as well
as for development, improvement, and execution of all knowledge-related processes.
The Experience Factory (EF) is an infrastructure designed to support experience
management (i.e., the reuse of products, processes, and experiences from projects) in
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software organizations (Basili et al., 1994). It supports the collection, preprocessing,
and dissemination of experiences the organizational learning and represents the physical
or at least logical separation of the project and experience organization as shown in
Figure 2. This separation is meant to relieve the project teams from the burden to find,
adapt, and reuse knowledge from previous projects as well as to support them to collect,
analyze, and package valuable new experiences that might be reused in later projects.
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Project
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Tailored Knowledge
Consulting
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Suggestions
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Project
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Project
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Figure 2.

2.1.1
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The Experience Factory

Traditional, process-oriented Software Development and Reuse

Since its beginning several research directions developed and matured in field SE.
Figure 3 shows the software development reference model integrating important phases
in a software lifecycle. Project Engineering is concerned with the acquisition,
definition, management, monitoring, and controlling of software development projects
as well as the management of risks emerging during project execution. Methods from
Requirements Engineering are developed to support the formal and unambiguous
elicitation of software requirements from the customers, to improve the usability of the
systems, and to establish a binding and unambiguous definition of the resulting system
during and after software project definition. The research for Software Design &
Architecture advances techniques for the development, management, and analysis of
(formal) descriptions of abstract representations of the software system as well as
required tools and notations (e.g., UML). Techniques to support the professional
Programming of software are advanced to develop highly maintainable, efficient, and
effective source code. Verification & Validation is concerned with the planning,
development, and execution of (automated) tests and inspections (formal and informal)
in order to discover defects or estimate the quality of parts of the software.
Research for Implementation & Distribution is responsible for the development of
methods for the introduction at the customer’s site, support during operation, and
integration in existing IT infrastructure.
After delivery to the customer software systems typically switch into a Software
Evolution phase. Here the focus of research lies on methods in order to add new and
perfect existing functions of the system. Similarly, in the parallel phase Software
Maintenance techniques are developed for the adaptation to environmental changes,
prevention of foreseeable problems, and correction of noticed defects. If the
environment changes dramatically or further enhancements are impossible the system
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either dies or enters a Reengineering phase. Here techniques for software understanding
and reverse engineering of software design are used to port or migrate a system to a new
technology (e.g., from Ada to Java or from a monolithic to a client/server architecture)
and obtain a maintainable system.
Development Project n
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Maintenance Project n
Maintenance Project 1
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Project Planning
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Analysis
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Figure 3. Software Development Reference Model

2.1.2

Agile Software Development and Reuse

Beside the traditional or process-oriented software development another trend arose
during the last years. Agile software development methods impose as little overhead as
possible in order to develop software as fast as possible and with continuous feedback
from the customers. Agile methods have in common that small releases of the software
system are developed in short iteration in order to give the customer a running system
with a subset of the functionality needed. Therefore, the development phase is split into
several activities that are followed by small maintenance phases. In contrast to
traditional, process-oriented SE where all requirements and use cases are elicited, the
agile methods focuses on few essential requirements and incrementally develops a
functional system in several short development iterations.
Today, Extreme Programming (XP) (Beck, 1999) is the best-known agile software
development approach. Figure 4 shows the general process model of XP that is closely
connected to refactoring and basically its cradle (Beck & Fowler, 1999).
These agile methods (and especially extreme programming (XP)) are based upon 12
principles (Beck, 1999). We mention four of these principles as they are relevant to our
work. The Planning Game is the collective planning of releases and iterations in the
agile development process and necessary to quickly determine the scope of the next
release. Knowledge about the existence of existing code elements or subsystems
relevant to the project can be used to plan the scope of the next release. Small releases
are used to develop a large system by first putting a simple system into production and
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then releasing new versions in short cycles. The more an engineer can reuse the faster
his work is done and the quicker the customer gets feedback. Simple design means that
systems are built as simple as possible, and complexity in the software system is
removed if at all possible. The more libraries are used and identified (via code retrieval)
the less functionality has to be implemented in the real system. Refactoring or the
restructuring of the system without changing its behaviour is necessary to remove
qualitative defects that are introduced by quick and often unsystematic development.
Decision support during refactoring helps the software engineer to improve the system.
Spike
Prototyping

User Stories

Architectural
Spike

Release
Planning

Test First (SQA)

Development
Iteration

Acceptance
Test

Small Releases

Next Iteration

Spike

Pair Programming
(SQA)

Unit Testing / Test
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Figure 4. Agile Software Development (here the XP-Process)

Traditional software reuse initiatives and approaches that were developed for processdriven software development are inadequate for highly dynamic and agile processes
where the software cannot be developed for reuse and reuse cannot be planned in
advance. Teams and organizations developing with agile methods need automated tools
and techniques that support their work without consuming much time. Therefore, agile
software reuse is a fairly new area where minimally invasive techniques are researched
to support software engineers (Cinneide et al., 2004).

3

3.1

Human-centered Design of an interactive system
supporting reuse
Planning the human centered process within the project RISE

The development of complex software systems requires specific knowledge. The quality
of the outcomes depends strongly on how successful existing knowledge and expertise
of the employees can be provided and actually applied.
Software engineering in general aims at engineering-like development, maintenance,
adjustment and advancement of complex software systems. One characteristic of
software engineering compared with classical engineering lies in the prevalent
immateriality and the complexity and abstractness of software resulting from it. For this
reason experts point out the difficulty to gain vital working-experiences and stress
deficits in the field of further training (Broy/Rombach, 2002). Although many
companies apply (agile) methods of software engineering, the transfer of the underlying
complex knowledge still represents a crucial problem.
Considering that challenging situation, the german research project “RISE” (“Reuse Im
Software-Engineering”) aims at a holistic support of software engineering tasks.
Software Engineers should be enabled to deal with their tasks and thus act more
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professional. Furthermore, the transfer of existing knowledge within software-related
companies has to be optimized. This should be accomplished by systematic reuse of
experiences, methods and models in different application contexts.
The project “RISE” is part of the research program “Software Engineering 2006”
funded by the German Federal Ministry for Education and Research (BMBF). Project
partners are: Dept. of Educational Sciences and Professional Development at the
Technical University of Kaiserslautern, Empolis Arvato GmbH, brainbot technologies
AG, Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering (IESE) and the
German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI).

plan the human
centered
process

evaluate designs
against
requirements

understand and
specify the
context of use

system meets
requirements

specify user and
organisational
requirements

produce design
solution
Figure 5. Human-centred design processes for interactive systems (ISO 13407)

The vision of “RISE” is to develop an user-friendly knowledge management application
for software developers, that makes fun and requires minimum effort. Software
developers are gently supported during teamwork and their re-use of workingexperiences and knowledge. Consequently, the organization itself should profit from
improved productivity increases.
Based on the stated special problems and situations, research also focuses on how high
the impact of a Intranet-based platform could be, in order to ensure the individual
capacity to act successfully through re-use of experiences, methods and models. Thus,
RISE tries to find answers to the question what are main requirements for a knowledge
management platform from the view of employees
•

…in order to keep complex knowledge manageable

• …so that knowledge can be used individually and updated during work
It has to be clarified, in what respect a technical platform may allow an individually
focused view of the information needed (knowledge management) and might facilitate
(usability) use of it.
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The participating companies already used wiki-systems as our project started. They
provided initial data for the empirical study in the early project-phase. In our case, we
had to deal with technically and functionally rather different wiki-systems, which can
all be summarized under the wide term “Social Software”.
Such web-based content management systems allow users not only to access content but
also to add own pieces of information or to edit already available artefacts with as little
effort as possible.
The underlying rationale is based on a strongly decentralized way of editing content.
Early results of the evaluation showed however that a sophisticated methodology is
required to successfully implement “Social software” at the intranets of software-firms,
in order to ensure a broad acceptance.
As observed, acceptance might decrease rapidly if the application system no longer
represents a source of information which is usable as described within the international
standard ISO 9241-11: “extend to which a product can be used by specified users to
achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified
context of use" (ISO 9241-11, 1998). So, if the systems fail to be usable neither contents
are published or edited nor even read in the worst case. The communication amongst
software engineers will not be intensified – as intended – but stagnates to a total
deadlock.

3.2

Understanding and specifying the context-of-use

It seems to be obvious that employees are responsible for an individual development of
a vital knowledge basis. Not only that this requires special abilities, resources and
strategies. Moreover, employees increasingly have to gather information and
subsequently learn new things just besides their working-day which is dominated by
different peaks.
One kind peak is of course caused by strict deadlines which temporarily raise the
working load to a maximum. Besides those hard and rather ordinary kind of peaks, there
exists even a more elementary one: the problem-orientation that many software
engineers cling to. One main hypothesis of the project “RISE” is that this kind of peak
not only may provoke benefits but also causes huge problems which eagerly demand a
solution. The term “problem-orientation” refers to the assumption that software
development predominantly is a rather trivial process: developers are provided with
certain requirements and try to consider them while realizing software systems. But
from time to time that trivial process gets disturbed by tricky problems developers get
stuck in. Those more or less hard problems represent the other kind of peak which has
fatal consequences for knowledge management in software companies: developers
which run into that peak are highly motivated to solve the problem and try to solve it on
their own. Probably, they spend hours and hours with their problem and don’t bother
about existing and proved solutions, concepts or methods. In that case, re-use might not
exceed accidental or sporadic access to available knowledge. Considering that the
knowledge collected by means of a content management system, it seems to be almost
impossible to build a shared repository. The result would be a collection of various
problems (hopefully including a solution) which might resemble each other more or
less. The so called “Experience Factory” approach has to be mentioned which is
considered as one answer to that challenge: “the Experience Factory approach was
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initially designed for software organizations and takes into account the software
discipline’s experimental, evolutionary, and nonrepetitive characteristics“ (Basili et al.
2001, p. 1).
In addition to that, existence knowledge does not only grow rapidly but can be accessed
ever more easily. However, the technical feasibility itself does not actually pay off:
employees might be overwhelmed by the huge amount of information they can access
which suggests them – despite (and just because of) various and omnipresent search
possibilities – the feeling of just being swamped with artefacts.
Basili et al. see that problem too and demand, that the company has to unload its
experts: “Experts in the organization have useful experience, but sharing experience
consumes experts' time. The organization needs to systematically elicit and store
experts' experience and make it available in order to unload the experts” (Basili et al.
2001, p. 2).
One-sided approaches to knowledge management often focus on gathering as much
information as possible from experienced employees in order to preserve it. From an
educational point of view however, it neither seems to be reasonable nor to store that
potentially relevant knowledge with its unreduced complexity if knowledge has to
enable the individual capacity to act professionally as a software developer (Renzl 2004,
pp. 36).
In fact, it is rather important to support the individual capacity to act of each developer
systematically. It is assumed that that this individual ability will get more important in
future. Employees will be faced with even more complex working conditions.
Customized approaches to knowledge management for different kinds of enterprises
should start just from the special abilities and needs of the employees and thus help to
prepare for that situation.
It is assumed that – by means of an adequate selection and presentation of content – the
feeling of being swamped with artefacts can be reduced and the software developers’
motivation can be ensured or even be raised. This form of knowledge management
centers the affected subjects. Thus, employees with huge expertise are no longer
considered like a means to an end but – in fact – the technical knowledge management
system.
•

First, this application system acts as a flexible and customizable view (like a
window) on the information needed during working-time. This system strongly
relieves software engineers from time-consuming retrieval activities.

Second, the system supports the collection and storage of vital working experience
which has to be subsequently formed and refined.
These are the two main factors of the RISE methodology, which were optimized during
project time.
•

3.3

Specifying user and organizational requirements

The survey that where dominated by qualitative social research methods revealed
valuable insights about requirements of users and organizations. Two focus groups were
dedicated to explore usage problems with the knowledge management platforms already
introduced.
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Especially the collection of user requirements – related to Wikis as experience
management systems for software engineering – important problem areas could be
identified.
The gathered qualitative data is characterized by a very high validity, which means
(against the background of the user-centered design) that a common understanding of
user requirements was developed and the involved users agreed to high extent which
user requirements should be realized in favor (DA-Tech 2004, p. 76).
In order to classify the collected data, the munich knowledge management model has
been used with its four categories: knowledge-representation, knowledge-usage,
knowledge-communication and knowledge-creation (Reinmann-Rothmeier 2000, pp.
18).
Knowledge-Representation: Some employees tend to write down a minimum of
information. It was observed that some of them document just as little as possible so
that they will be able to find out later what was meant by the given artifact. The main
disadvantage of that behavior is that the saved data becomes hard or even almost
impossible to understand for other employees accessing that content because they don’t
have the necessary knowledge to »decode« and to classify it. However, it seems to be a
kind of game those developers are playing when doing some documentation: they rather
puzzle together pieces of information than writing down supposedly redundant or
superfluous information.
Use of Knowledge: Crucial information about projects, products or customers are
distributed across various databases. This means, that useful knowledge is hard to find
and thus hard to be transferred in other contexts like new projects for example.
Communication about Knowledge: Employees who browse or search through wikicontent in order to find some special piece of information have to spend a lot of time.
Moreover, editing content in most Wikis is rather uncomfortable: for example, adding a
chart, a table or even a picture to wiki pages requires a special handling if it is not even
impossible. As a consequence, information is being transferred by mail under pressure
of time and not added to the wiki-site.
Creation of Knowledge: With increasing activity in a wiki, it becomes harder for
authors to integrate their piece of information into the existing structure. So, it is very
likely that no new content is being added and already saved content gets orphaned.
Basically, using metadata is a good idea to keep heterogeneous and complex structures
describable and thus technically manageable. But the problem is, that users often fail to
provide useful metadata or simply don’t bother about complex sets of metadata.

3.4

Producing Design Solutions in order to evaluate them against
requirements

One very important hypothesis of the RISE project is, that software-development teams
that use a wiki collaboratively to build knowledge repositories are actually about to
create a kind of semantic structure – with users not necessarily to be aware of. This
more or less refined structure called “Wikitology” can be considered as a weakly
formalized ontology. This has three main advantages.
•

The maintenance of metadata is not considered as an extra activity.

•

Ontologies may always grow simultaneously with the content.
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Maintenance of Ontologies is an expensive and time-consuming process. But,
based on our assumptions, this work can be automated more efficiently and thus
releases employees from that job.
Another crucial approach of the RISE project is the use of tags as a very minimalistic
but rather effective way of providing metadata. Any tags may be assigned individually
to wikipages. So, each user is able to create his view on any artifact by using his own
depiction. Since in our approach all users are able to see the tags provided by the others,
it is of course very probable that teams members manage to create a shared set of tags as
well.
Furthermore, templates for special types of content (bug report, use case, user story
etc.) help to provide a minimum of required information. Readers as “consumers” of the
artifact can be satisfied, too. For example, the given structure helps them to browse
faster through the content in order to find only some pieces of information being of
interest. Finally, this results in a higher acceptance of the system which motivates the
employees of adding more content to the repository.
Additionally, a blog-component is being added to the system. The blog contains not
only news. In fact, the blog can be considered as an active filter on the wiki-content. For
example users might link to a certain wikipage and provide some extra information
along with the link. So, other users get useful assistance with the evaluation of artifacts.
•

4

The RISE approach of evaluating semantically-enabled
KM Systems

The objective of the evaluation of a KM system such as the RIKI is to show its
effectiveness in a specific application context. The tailored instances of the system at
different organizations are evaluated to identify the usefulness to the users, the
examined applicability, the evolvability, as well as economic factors. The evaluation
was split into two phases. The first phase – called baseline evaluation – at the start of
the project was used to elicit the context and current state of knowledge transfer. From
the information we gathered in this phase we designed and developed the RIKI system
considering the people, processes, and available technologies. The second phase –
called delta evaluation – at the end of the project helped to evaluate the change on the
socio-technical knowledge management system. In both phases we used the following
three techniques to elicit valuable information from the organizations and potential endusers:
•

Goal-oriented, questionnaire-based interviews were used to query the previously
listed questions with three to ten persons in two to four sessions. The collected
answers were summarized and validated by the participants via email.

•

Group discussions were done at every company to collect any additional
information, opinions, ideas, etc. that were not covered by the interviews. The
discussion was started with a specific topic (e.g., why had the old Wiki not worked
for you as a KM system?) and every person could state what they expected from an
improved knowledge management infrastructure.

•

Artefact analyses were conducted to identify knowledge sources, the type of
knowledge within, as well as how the people structure their documents and
knowledge in existing storage systems (e.g., the hierarchy of directories in personal
file systems or in pre-existing Wiki systems).
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These evaluation techniques helped to cover the following three topics:
•

Technology: Elicitation of the existence and characteristics of the technical
infrastructure, existing KM systems, and other software systems that might be
integrated into or used as the KM system (i.e., the RIKI system). Furthermore,
these technological systems potentially have valuable information that can be
utilized in a KM system.

•

Methodology: Elicitation of the applied methodology for production (e.g., software
development) and knowledge management (esp. knowledge transfer processes).
This gives further information about how the KM system should be integrated into
the social system of the organization and where, when and by whom knowledge is
produced or consumed.

Knowledge: Elicitation of the existing knowledge components available in the
organization as well as their characteristics and interrelation (e.g., for the
development of an ontology). Furthermore, the typical structure of documents that
might be didactical enriched.
A more detailed description as well as some results of the two evaluation phases are
described in this the following sections. They address persons, who want to evaluate a
KM system such as the Riki in an organization.
•

4.1

Baseline Evaluation

The baseline evaluation is concerned with the determination of the organizational
context a social-technical knowledge management should be embedded in. The core
goal of the baseline evaluation is to measure and analyse the current status of the
implicitly or explicitly performed KM processes, the used knowledge carrying or KM
systems as well as the knowledge culture itself. Baseline evaluations are typically
applied only once to get a consistent view of the KM in the organization before larger
changes. This section describes the basic process for the evaluation of a KM system as
well as a summary of our baseline evaluation.

4.1.1

Baseline Evaluation process

The baseline evaluation process (and similarly the delta evaluation) is structured into
three subphases problem-determination, context-determination, and knowledgedetermination. As depicted in Figure 6 the steps in these subphases define a process that
results in several documents (e.g, a problem description) usable for the specification of
a socio-technical KM system integrated into the surrounding organizational context.
•

Problem-Determination: The problem determination serves to identify existing
knowledge sources (e.g., in the case of the partner empolis a Wiki system named
MASE) as well as emerged problems and challenges with it. Step 0a is used to
determine existing information systems and technical knowledge sources using a
systematic analysis method. By means of a group discussion in step 0b the
exchange of knowledge via existing technical (KM) systems in a typical project
team is illuminated.

•

Context-Determination: This subphase is concerned with the determination of the
context the socio-technical KM system is embedded in. The context determination
produces information about the production processes, roles, documents, or sites that
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might be used in the KM system. The three steps in this subphase are concerned
with the development processes which are to be supported by the KM initiative.
Step 1a uses a group discussion technique to determine existing documents,
templates, and other potentially reusable elements. To elicit or update the
development process in use we applied an interview with several product and
project managers in step 1b.
Knowledge-Determination: The knowledge determination subpase targets the core
information that should be made reusable via the KM system. The content, context,
and structure of reusable elements is determined in step 2a using an interview.
Based on this information the knowledge transfer processes and the knowledge
culture itself is analyzed in step 2b using a group discussion with several members
of project teams.
Finally, step 3 is used to identify the technical infrastructure of tools and systems not
used for knowledge management but might be integrated and connected with the new or
improved KM system (i.e., a new Riki or an improved Riki).
•
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Figure 6. Plan for Baseline and Delta Evaluation

4.1.2

Results from the Baseline Evaluation

In the context of the RISE project we applied step 0a to step 3 of the evaluation plan as
depicted in Figure 6. For the execution of the baseline evaluation one period we
required a time -span of approx. 3 months taken into account that not all employees are
continuously available. Based on different vacation planning, holidays in summer,
autumn, and Christmas as well as other projects one should take into account more time
during such an evaluation.
During the group discussion concerning the usage of existing KM systems (cf. Figure 6,
0b) as well as the knowledge culture and transfer (cf. Figure 6, 2b) we determined the
following status in the organization:
•

The organization used a Wiki that few people used and contained partially
documented concepts, ideas, comments, and larger documentations about planned
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as well as already developed software systems. Other information in the Wiki
included: Customer information, dates, ToDo-lists, addresses, and absent lists.
•

Important information about the software system itself is documented in the source
code (in this case: Python and ePyDoc). To extract this information one has to
check-out the whole software system from the versioning system and search for
relevant information on file level.

•

Important information about changes to the software system is documented in the
used versioning system (in this case: Subversion). Changes at the software system
are sent to all interested users by email. To extract this information without the
eMails one has to analyse every check-in into the system and the appropriate
comments.

•

Internal information sources (i.e., Repositories) with other project-relevant
information are: Change tracking system, project folders, universal and private
network drives, eMails, and chat tools (e.g. ICQ) with information in files such as
plain text or MS Word documents. Furthermore, task cards at a physical
blackboard.

External information sources are distributed over the whole internet but the
employees had a focus on MSDN and google if they required further information.
Positive Characteristics: What runs well?
•

•

The co-operation between two people closely working together, but who were
distributed physically over two cities, worked very well over the old Wiki.

The local teams worked on one floor and had only short distances to their
colleagues. The face-to-face communication was very good (i.e. everybody was in
“shouting” distance).
Negative Characteristics: What runs badly?
•

•

The Wiki was not used anymore at the start of the evaluation and the feedback
indicates that most people were not pleased with the structure of the knowledge
base.

•

Neither the old WIKI nor the documentation language for Python (ePyDoc)
permitted the integration of pictures or graphics.

•

The search for information in the WIKI and file system is term-based (i.e., no
stemming or Boolean operators). This was percieved as insufficient and
demotivating by the users. Furthermore, the search in the Wiki was impeded by the
use of camel case (e.g., “MyProjectDescription”) in the page names.

•

The discovery of relevant information is perceived as complicated as they are
distributed over multiple repositories that all use different (or none) search
mechanisms.

•

Access to the Wiki from a text editor (e.g. emacs under Linux/Unix) or a shell (i.e.
command line interface) is impossible and/or uncomfortable. Nevertheless, some
developer are bias or required to use these and are not willing to install or use other
operating systems (or web browsers such as internet explorer™).

•

Neither were the authors (resp. other observers) informed about changes done to the
content in the Wiki nor were they informed about changes to the navigational or
divisional structures (i.e., chapters and sections) of the content.
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It was not clear were to store information as they could be spread or duplicated in
multiple repositories, for example, in the versioning system, change tracking
system, or the code itself.
In summary, the knowledge transfer and management processes as they were lived in
the organization previously to the Riki introduction were determined by the baseline
evaluation as follows:
•

•

Recording of information is limited to few people in the organization and the
documented information is only partially complete, consistent, or valid.

•

Reuse of content is minimal as the information is distributed over several sources
with different search interfaces and techniques. Furthermore the content of the
documents have inconsistent structures, incomplete descriptions, or are plain
outdated.

•

Workflow for reuse of content and getting an overview is slow and typically
demotivating as multiple sources have to be searched manually and documents
belonging together are not grouped or linked.

•

Sharing knowledge is cumbersome, there are no templates, guidelines, or checklists
to validate if the recorded information has some quality and might be easily reused
by the colleagues.

•

Confidence in the knowledge transfer system and motivation to share is low as only
few people are creating shareable documents and the if they are mostly not accurate
or up-to-date. Nevertheless the people would like to share their knowledge in a
more persistent way.

•

Face-to-face communication is strong esp. as most employees have short distances
to their colleagues, are roughly of the same age, and see not need to hide their
information (i.e., egghead’s syndrome).

4.2

Delta Evaluation

The core goal of a delta evaluation is to measure and analyse the changes a KM system
has inflicted on the affected organization. Delta evaluations can be applied multiple
times during the lifecycle of a KM system (e.g., every year) to evaluate the effect on the
organization.

4.2.1

Delta Evaluation types

Since KM systems are usually used only irregularly in the beginning and not yet a firm
part of the working process, the delta evaluation phase can be applied in three different
types:
1. Applicability: The first type serves to examine how frequently the system is used, if
it integrates into the socio-technical infrastructure and if it helps the users in their
daily work. In order to keep the costs of the evaluation down to a minimum, a lightweight evaluation is planned by reusing existing plans and other technology
assessment or acceptance models.
2. Usefulness: In the second type the results and experiences from the first type serve
to concretize the requirements and improvement goals. The system has already
demonstrated that it is applicable in the organization and represents an integral
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component of the regular work routine. By means of structured evaluation
processes a formal evaluation plan is constructed to examine, in particular, the
aspect of the usefulness, ease-of-use, and usability for the direct users and
management.
3. Economy: Finally the third type serves to examine the economical aspects of the
KM system. The system is already integrated into the regular work routine and
users share and reuse the knowledge within. An adaptive evaluation, reaction, and
risk plan are developed to continuously monitor and improve the system. The focus
of this type is the evaluation of the system and forecast of the usefulness regarding
the Return on Investment (ROI) and Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).
To identify existing or potential problems the entire system is continuously monitored
during the start-up phase. Logfiles help to drill-down into specific problems if the users
observe a problem while using the system.

4.2.2

Results from the Delta Evaluation

In the context of the RISE project we could only apply the first subphase and evaluate
the applicability of the RIKI system. Due to the short amount of time the system was
used (2 month) we could only get little insight into the usefulness of the system for the
users in their daily routine. During the group discussion concerning the usage of the
Riki (cf. Figure 6, 0b) as well as knowledge culture and transfer (cf. Figure 6, 2b) we
noted the following characteristics the users liked very much about the Riki:
•

Metadata elements that can be placed by every user (such as keywords in form of
tags) can be very helpful in indexing the content of a Riki and the users reacted
very positively that they were able to index every page with their own metadata.

•

The usage of metadata enabled the users to build up and use their own individual
ontology (in form of individual tags) that is not bound to compromises or
constraints from universal ontologies that might have been constructed in advance.
Furthermore, metadata from the universal ontology (i.e., specified beforehand or as
defined by other users) was partially used in their own ontology.

•

Searching the information stored in the Riki is more accepted by the users when the
metadata might be integrated into the search process. In the Riki the results are
clustered by this metadata and the metadata might be used to refine the search
query. The search technology exploit co-occurring metadata from multiple users
and applies “collaborative filtering” techniques (i.e., “metadata x you search for is
also called y”).

•

Annotated pages that were listed in search results reminded the users that they
already read them or were highly valuable and should be read again. Similar to the
Memex
concept
by
Vannevar
Bush
(Bush,
1945)
(cf.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vannevar_Bush) the metadata might even be used to
record a reading sequence for oneself.

The integrated view a Riki gives over the information in the organization enables
the user to send links that are not subject to change as, for example, mounted
devices in the windows file system.
In comparison to the status as determined by the baseline evaluation the usage of the
Riki system had the following subjective effect on the organization:
•
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•

More recording of information into the Riki than before as barriers (technological
and social) are reduced.

•

More reuse of content from the Riki as users are more likely to share and search for
content.

•

Faster workflow for reuse of content and an improved overview due to the
integrative view over multiple systems (e.g., file system, eMail, etc.) in a central
integrated repository.

•

Less barriers for sharing knowledge as it easier and faster to enter information but
this typically results in a low quality of the content. Most users embrace the Wiki
idea and record even preliminary information that is revised by oneself or others
over time.

•

Higher confidence in the system and increased motivation as content is easier to
find and more people are participating in the sharing process.

Consistent face-to-face communication even as more information is reused from the
technical system.
Further and more quantitative results about the usefulness and economical aspects esp.
of the more SE specific features of a Riki such as ontology-based templates for
requirements will be elicited in later evaluations.
•

5

Conclusion

The whole research process was strongly dominated by qualitative evaluation activities.
They have been preferred, because they helped to specify the context of use as well as
user and organizational requirements.
In general, empirical data gathered by means of qualitative research methods is
characterized by its high validity. Unfortunately, it is rather difficult to extract
requirements out of those data or to check to what extent those “implicit” requirements
have been considered during the development process of the software system.
But strictly following the model of an user-centered design of an interactive software
system, that problem could not be bypassed. As a consequence, it is rather necessary to
provide prototypes as soon as possible which contain as much functionality as necessary
in order to check current implementation states against more or less “implicit”
requirements by presenting them to the users.
In terms of a rather comprehensive meaning of usability it was not only about
developing user interfaces and improving them. In fact, usability engineering is
considered as a vital concept in software development. So, it is not only about to
describe, design or produce design solutions for user interfaces. It is rather about to
understand and facilitate human-engineered socio-technical systems (see DATech, p.
77).
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8

Internet Session: HCI and WIKI

http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?WikiEngines
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki
http://www.usabilitynet.org/tools/methods.htm
WIKI systems are a way to share knowledge and collaborate in a distributed
environment with other people from different culture and with different goals. They are
used in different contexts by different groups of people and typically developed by
software programmers with a very technology-centered view and without knowledge
about usage scenarios or real use cases.
Interaction:
Survey the information presented at the websites on WIKIs and HCI methods and
theory. Prepare a brief presentation on the core concepts and history of WIKIs with a
focus on their HCI. Alternatively, analyze if the current WIKI systems are build humancentered or technology-centered. What would you change?

9

Useful URLs

•

Website of the RISE project, http://www.rise-it.info

•

More information about WIKI systems on Wikipedia,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_wikis

•

A wikibook about wiki systems, http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Wiki_Science

•

More information about semantic wikis on Wikipedia,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantic_Wiki

•

More information about the topic “Social Software” on Wikipedia,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_software

•

A collection of arguments why WIKIs work,
http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?WhyWikiWorks and
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Our_Replies_to_Our_Critics

•

The International Symposium on Wikis (WikiSym), http://www.wikisym.org/

•

Collection of usability methods and activities,
http://www.usabilitynet.org/tools/methods.htm
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